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Level of Service (LoS)
Analysis looks at people who are located within 5 miles of a 
train station
They can take a short aTaxi ride to the nearest station, and 
walk to their destination if it is close to a different train 
station

In this image, 3 people within 5 miles of 
station A rideshare to the station, and then 
take a train to their respective stops (B,C, and 
D).

If they took an aTaxi to station A:
• They must be within walking distance from 

their destination and the closest station. 

If they walked to station A:
• Their destination must be within 5 miles of 

the closest station. 
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Ride-Sharing With Transit System 

+ aTaxi on One Ends



Building the TransitTrips file

Only eligible origins in 
this county is within a 
5 mile radius from the 
nearest station

Nearest 
Station



Bay Area 
BART & Caltrain



Seattle
Sounder, King County Metro, Streetcar



Denver



Los Angeles 
Metro



LA Metro Statistics

Ridership Statistics
Look at total number of people who use 
the Metro

In our ride-sharing simulation:

873,470 people ride the Metro

Compare with 2016 averages:

359,861 people ride the Metro (on a 
weekday)

This represents a  ≈ 2.5x increase in 
ridership



Transit Analysis

Indexes 0-7: Keep track of the segment origin and destination (lat/long & pixel coordinates)
Index 8, 10:  Stores departure time and arrival time 
Index 9: Stores the segment distance
Index 11: Specifies the type of trip

• Transit trip
• aTaxi trip to station
• aTaxi trip from station

Index 12: Has a counter to synthesize segments of individual trips together
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Train Usage
For each train station, keep track of the people arriving and departing

Count the number of people within each 10 minute interval
This is the number of people who will get on/off each train

Time Arriving Departing

12:00am 1 3

12:10am 6 6

12:20am 1 3

12:30am 6 3

… … …

9:00am 3 152

9:10am 2 39

10 minute interval

Time of arrivals

Time of departures



Pico Station
Traffic patterns of train system
-peak arrival into city at 9:00am
-peak departure from city at 5:30pm


